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Financial Markets
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ACROSS
2. Property, pensions, equities, unit trusts and

cash are all examples of these
4. Risk that an event at the micro level of an

individual bank could then trigger instability
across the economy

5. When a bank lets a borrower “owe it
money” when the balance on an account
goes below zero

9. Name of market for short term loan finance
for businesses and households

13. Surname of the Governor of the Bank of
England

16. Loan to high-risk borrowers in the housing
market (3,5)

17. Digital currency that was launched by a
secretive entrepreneur in 2008

18. Financial institution operating in the
shadow banking sector (5,4)

19. A stock or a bond market where firms can
raise money for investment purposes

20. Ease with which something can be
converted to cash with little loss of value

DOWN
1. Where banks reduce lending due to falling

confidence that loans will be repaid (6,6)
3. Money that flows freely and quickly around

the world looking to earn the best rate of
return

6. Failure to meet a debt obligation payment

7. One of the largest peer-to-peer lenders
established in 2005

8. Policy of increasing the base supply of
money in the banking system

10. When the prices of assets rise so sharply
that they exceed valuations justified by
fundamentals, making a sudden collapse
likely

11. Exchanging one good or service for
another, without using money as a medium
of exchange

12. Britain’s largest retail bank

14. When a large number of people suspect
that a bank may go bankrupt and withdraw
their deposits

15. The return an investor gets on a bond
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2. Property, pensions, equities, unit trusts and 

cash are all examples of these
4. Risk that an event at the micro level of an 

individual bank could then trigger instability 
across the economy

5. When a bank lets a borrower “owe it 
money” when the balance on an account 
goes below zero

9. Name of market for short term loan finance 
for businesses and households

13. Surname of the Governor of the Bank of 
England

16. Loan to high-risk borrowers in the housing 
market (3,5)

17. Digital currency that was launched by a 
secretive entrepreneur in 2008

18. Financial institution operating in the 
shadow banking sector (5,4)

19. A stock or a bond market where firms can 
raise money for investment purposes

20. Ease with which something can be 
converted to cash with little loss of value

DOWN
1. Where banks reduce lending due to falling 

confidence that loans will be repaid (6,6)
3. Money that flows freely and quickly around 

the world looking to earn the best rate of 
return

6. Failure to meet a debt obligation payment

7. One of the largest peer-to-peer lenders 
established in 2005

8. Policy of increasing the base supply of 
money in the banking system

10. When the prices of assets rise so sharply 
that they exceed valuations justified by 
fundamentals, making a sudden collapse 
likely

11. Exchanging one good or service for 
another, without using money as a medium 
of exchange

12. Britain’s largest retail bank

14. When a large number of people suspect 
that a bank may go bankrupt and withdraw 
their deposits

15. The return an investor gets on a bond
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